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Limit Point Software launches "The Boolean Search-Blue Crab Promo"
Published on 01/30/09
Limit Point Software is offering a promotion of its products Boolean Search and Blue Crab
at a 65% discount. Boolean Search is a server application for searching the contents of
any document type supported by Spotlight. Blue Crab is a versatile program that you use to
copy the contents of a web site to your computer, in whole or in part. This promotion runs
to February 13, 2009.
Port Jefferson, NY - Limit Point Software is offering a promotion of its products Boolean
Search and Blue Crab at a 65% discount. With the purchase of "The Boolean Search-Blue Crab
Bundle" you receive activation codes for both products and free upgrades forever.
Boolean Search is a Mac OS X server application for searching the contents of plain text,
rich text, HTML formatted text, MS Word, PDF and any other textual file format supported
by Spotlight. It can be employed as a search engine for a public web site on the Internet,
or a personal or group owned collection of files on your own computer or LAN. A wide
variety of search criteria and customizable response pages makes Boolean Search a very
flexible alternative to Internet search engines or operating system services like
Spotlight.
* Search forms and results are highly customizable with the use of "templates," standard
HTML and AppleScript.
* Generation of a "site index" which lists all the words contained in a file collection,
and links to the files which contain them.
* Various query-based search methods are available: exact, partial, approximate, case
sensitive, proximity, phrase, regular expression pattern matching, etc.
* A wide variety of "context summaries" of found documents are available, and files are
viewable with search terms linked and highlighted.
* Spell-checking of queries and generation of new queries for the corrected terms (as in
"Did you mean?)
* Much more!
Blue Crab is a versatile program that you use to copy the contents of a web site to your
computer, in whole or in part.
* Conduct fast offline browsing and searching without an internet connection.
* Create a snapshot of a web site for historical archiving.
* Collect specific types of resources such as images or email addresses.
* Search current content more thoroughly than a search engine right on your own computer.
* Check a site for broken links, or generate an HTML site map
* Perform batch downloads of URL's
* Create full page images of URL's (JPEG, BMP, TIFF, PNG, PSD, etc.)
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* Much more!
But these products work together! You can use Blue Crab to download web sites and then
index and search them with Boolean Search. For example you can use the Site Index of
Boolean Search to view an index of the downloaded files which links words directly to the
files that contain them.
Pricing and Availability:
The "Boolean Search-Blue Crab Bundle" is only $28 (USD) until February 13, 2009. All
software runs in demo mode for ten days. So you can try before you buy. Each product has a
"hands on" tour to get you started quickly and easily.
Boolean Search-Blue Crab Bundle:
http://www.limit-point.com/Promos.html
Limit Point Software:
http://www.limit-point.com/
Boolean Search Product Info:
http://www.limit-point.com/BooleanSearchServer/BSS.html
Blue Crab Product Info:
http://www.limit-point.com/BlueCrab/BlueCrab.html
Boolean Search Screenshot:
http://www.limit-point.com/BooleanSearchServer/images/Screenshot.jpg
Blue Crab Screenshot:
http://www.limit-point.com/BlueCrab/images/GrabberWindow.jpg

Limit Point Software has been avidly developing software for the Mac community since 1997.
In order to improve the usefulness, simplicity and dependability of our products user
feedback has always been highly welcome and encouraged. Our products cover a diverse
range
of applications. The internet applications include bulk emailing, HTML form processing,
web crawling and document indexing and searching. The "Utilities" suite is a large
collection of small programs for combining movies, processing images in batch, file
property editing, bulk emailing, and much, more.
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